
SAFETY AND MAINTENANCE SOLUTION

Eliminate human contact with GET 
during installation and removal

GRIPASSIST

CRmining.com

No matter what GET you’ve got on site, the GRIPAssist can 
handle it. It can lift and move all types of GET under 500kg 
regardless of manufacturer or machine, including hydraulic 
excavators, wheel loaders, rope shovels, and draglines.

HANDLES ANY GET



REVOLUTIONIZING MINING SAFETY

Universal GET Handling
The GRIPAssist is a hydraulic arm that 
grips GET. It attaches to a skid steer, 
controlled through the skid steer 
operator.

• The hydraulic arms can remove any 
category of GET 

• Maintenance is a breeze with bolt-on, 
bolt-off grip pads

• 180-degree swivel motion lets you 
maneuver GET anywhere it needs 
to go

• Fits onto any track-based skid 
steer with a lifting capacity of over 
950kg, so no need to buy additional 
machinery

Up to 500KG pick 
up capacity

Handles all GET
types and more 
with maximum 
pressure

Internal 
retraction ram

180° swivel 
motion

Hydraulic 
activated jaw

Safer GET Handling
By removing direct human interaction, 
GRIPAssist significantly reduces injury risk. No 
more dangerous suspended load, hammers, pry 
bars, or other hand tools.

Up to 32% of injuries in surface mining occur 
due to strenuous movements.* Reduce the 
risk with the GRIPAssist by removing and 
repositioning GET without high risk human 
contact.

*Safety Performance in the WA mineral industry 
2018-19

180° swivel 
motion

Cut Maintenance Times
By removing hand tools, GET changeouts get seriously 
speedy. The powerful hydraulic arms and tough rubber 
grip padsremove stubborn GET with ease.

CR Mining is on a mission to revolutionize mining productivity. 
We engineer the most advanced surface and underground mining solutions for the world’s best miners to unlock 
productivity, enhance safety, and reduce maintenance requirements. 

Start the conversation (+61) 1800 987 525 

GlobalSales@CRmining.com CRmining.com

(+1) 866 276 4637

Grab pads


